
Personal Cleaning-Up Based On TPM

Theophostic Prayer Ministry (TPM) was shown to Ed Smith by the Lord as a counselling technique to see
people permanently delivered from the tyranny and effects of their past.1 

The  basis  behind  TPM  is  that  the  hurts  and  wounds  from the  past,  which  usually  come from our
childhood, cause us to believe lies which the enemy uses as hooks to destroy our lives. These destructions
usually occur after a lie triggers a negative reponse and we react to a situation rather than responding.

TPM successfully deals with all lies as it is simply a process where Jesus, as Lord of Time, is asked to
highlight the source of the lie (in a memory) and he then ‘kills’ it with his truth. Fear of heights and other
phobias come from bad experiences, as does the source of anger, rage, alcoholism, and other social ills.

Theophostic is usually done with a trained practitioner who just acts as a facilitator to help the client with
the problem to connect with what Jesus is showing them. If a person knows the voice of the Lord there is
no need for a facilitator, unless they can’t get breakthrough. The process can be easily done on their
person by prophetic or spirit-led people – hence personal TPM.

Here are the steps I follow to clean-up myself.

1. I watch for myself  to be triggered – This is assessed by myself reacting to a
person or situation rather than responding. Something inside me just does it without
me having any chance to neutralize it.  For example: fear of heights or anger, to
name 2 common human issues.

2. I watch for myself to be unable to be free of something – Sometimes the issue
is something that is besetting, that I can’t get free of or that keeps returning to
cause me to sin. For example: lust or drug dependence, to name 2 common human
issues.

3. I  identify  the  trigger – I analyse the situation and narrow down what exactly
caused me to behave as I did.  For example: did my anger came from what the
person said or from my attitude.

4. I search my memories – I consciously look back through my life to see where the
trigger was installed in me, where it all started. This often comes automatically
once I start looking.

5. I search in my spirit with Holy Spirit – If I can’t find a possible source I simply
connect with Holy Spirit to see if he will show me where it started. This is a step
that i enter into automatic, because a Spirit-led person just operates that way.

6. I ask Jesus for assistance – If I can’t quickly get a Spirit-led identification of the
origin, I deliberately ask the Lord to show me where it started. I may get the
answer immediately, or may have to wait an extended period of time to get this
response, which usually comes as an inspiration when I’m not expecting it. This is
the normal starting point during a TPM session with a facilitator.

7. I identify the memory at the source – I try to link the source with a memory so
both can be dealt with.

8. I ask Jesus to speak truth – When I’ve identified the trigger and the originating
memory, I ask, “Jesus, I ask you to speak your truth to any lie I believe because
of this memory”.

1 – See TPM’s official FAQ webpage: www.theophostic.com/faq.aspx or the information page: theophostic.com/page141181231.aspx
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9. I  ask  Jesus  to  heal –  Then  I  ask,  “Lord,  I  ask  you  to  bring  healing  and
deliverance to this memory”.

10. I ask Jesus to break bondages – I finally ask, “Lord, I ask you to break any
hold my flesh or the enemy has on me because of this memory”.

11. I check for freedom – Over time I look to see if I’m still triggered by the same
circumstance. If I no longer react, I am delivered permanently. 

12. I repeat the process – If I’m still triggered, I have to go through the process
again. This is because I didn’t deal with the original instance and lie, I only dealt
with subsequent ones that reinforced it.

13. I keep doing it – Over time, most remaining lies end up being deep-rooted and
hidden.  Some  are  guarded  by  other  lies  and  others  are  guarded  by  demons.
Constant vigilance is required throughout my life to deal with everything from the
past.

14. I go to a TPM practitioner – If I get stuck on any trigger I may decide after
numerous  attempts  for  freedom  to  use  a  facilitator.  Their  independence  will
eliminate any personal issues that could have been hindering my personal treatment.

NOTE: These steps relate to actions I take to deal with my past. The steps are not valid if I was to react 
out of being grumpy, or tired, or ill, etc. These types of situations produce emotional outbursts which 
cloud any reactivity sourced in my past. This process process is for emotional explosions that seem to 
have no source in ‘how I feel at the moment’.

DISCLAIMER: (1) This document is only to show what I do with my own 
issues as a trained facilitator who has completed the TPM course. There is no 
guarantee that the process outlined will work on any other person. (2) I use the 
copyrighted terms ‘Theophostic’ and ‘TPM’ in this document because I have 
been trained in the technique that they represent and know what they mean. (3) 
This document in no way represents or purports to be an official article 
produced by theophostic.com. (4) The technique I outline here differs from the 
official TPM technique practised at this point in time. It should not really be 
referred to using the official terms ‘Theophostic’ and ‘TPM’ when talking to 
others about the technique I use.
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